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n=3375251&k=para+cord+survival+bracelet&s=r&f=p=2&x=Survival_para_cord_survival_bracelet] showing prior art bracelets.

CLAIM

The ornamental design for braided bracelet closures, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a top plan view of my new design for a braided bracelet closures with the dashed and dotted lines showing the braid and the broken lines showing the continued length of the braid and the closure cord, which are for illustrative purpose only and forms no part of the claimed design.
FIG. 2 is a bottom plan view of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a right side elevation view of FIG. 1.
FIG. 4 is a left side elevation view of FIG. 1.
FIG. 5 is a front elevation view of FIG. 1.
FIG. 6 is a back elevation view of FIG. 1; and, FIG. 7 is a top perspective view of the braided bracelet closures in the closed configuration.
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Amazon search results for “Survival Bracelet” Printout of results of an Amazon search for sellers utilizing the term “survival bracelet”.

Google search results for “Survival Bracelet” Printout of first 4 pages of results of a Google search for the term “survival bracelet”.


DIY Survival Bracelet magazine article showing prior art bracelet printed in the Oct. 2010 issue of Backpacker magazine.


Instructables search results for “paracord bracelet with a side release” Scan of website [http://www.instructables.com/pages/search/search.jsp?cx=partner-pub-1783560022203827%3Anprzq7v5m6t&cof=FORID%3A11&ie=ISO-8859-1&q=paracord+bracelet+with+a+side+release] showing prior art bracelets.

Pan Cord bracelet with a side release buckle Scan of website [http://www.instructables.com/id/Paracord-Bracelet-with-a-side-release-buckle/] showing prior art bracelet authored by Stormdrane.

Pan Cord Survival Bracelet Scan of website [http://theprepared.com/content/view/380-55/] showing prior art bracelet.

Stormdrane’s Blog Scan of website [http://stormdrane.blogspot.com/2006_02_01_archive.html] showing prior art bracelets. The bracelets shown were all posted in Feb. 2006.

Survival Bracelet (Updated!) Scan of website [http://www.instructables.com/id/Survival-Bracelet/] showing prior art bracelet authored by tovers94. This article shown has an index date of Jun. 27, 2010.

How to braid a Survival Bracelet Scan of website [http://www.paracordbraiding.com/survival.htm] showing prior art bracelet. The article has a copyright date of 2008.
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